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Cooking up a storm
How do particular pieces of everyday cookware accumulate 
an army of devoted followers? GRACE CAIN explores a world 
where what you use is as important as what you conjure up

CONSIDERING THAT THE only thing 

I’ve ever managed to successfully reduce in a 

kitchen is myself  (to tears), you’ll be surprised 

to learn that the number one spot on my wish 

list is currently occupied by a saucepan that 

1�ÅZ[\�[I_�WV�1V[\IOZIU��1�ZMITTa�IU�I�[WKQIT�

UMLQI�UIZSM\MZ¼[�LZMIU�KWUM�\Z]M��

If  you’ve not yet come across the pastel-

hued Always Pan on your scrolls, allow me to 

MVTQOP\MV� aW]�� )[� \PM� JM[\[MTTQVO� XQMKM� NZWU�

American brand Our Place, the Always Pan 

is a lightweight cast-aluminium construction 

designed to replace multiple other pieces of  

KWWS_IZM��AW]�KIV�][M�\PQ[�MZOWVWUQK�_WVLMZ�

to braise, sear, steam, boil, sauté and serve all 

aW]Z�NI^W]ZQ\M�LQ[PM[��1¼U�VW\�M^MV�[]ZM�_PI\�

sautéing is, or when one would do it, but it 

[]LLMVTa�[MMU[�M[[MV\QIT�\W�Ua�TQNM�

Buoyed by a considerable online following 

and celebrity endorsements from the likes 

of  Selena Gomez, Gwyneth Paltrow and 

Oprah Winfrey (who called it “a kitchen 

magician”), the Always Pan has achieved the 

[\I\][� WN � I� K]TQVIZa� QKWV�� *]\� PW_� LWM[� IV�

everyday appliance designed for everyday 

use garner such adoration? What is the exact  

recipe (haha!) for a cult cookware product?

One of  the most important ingredients is the 

IM[\PM\QK[�� )Va\PQVO� LM[MZ^QVO� WN � K]T\� [\I\][�

has got to look the part, and there’s absolutely 

VW\PQVO� [PITTW_� IJW]\� \PI\�� 3VW_QVO� \PI\�

something is beautiful enough to bring you joy 

Q[�I�_WZ\Pa�ZMI[WV�\W� QV^M[\� QV� Q\��7N �KW]Z[M��

Q\�IT[W�PMTX[�QN �\PM�Q\MU�Q[�][MN]T�IVL�WffMZ[�I�

[WT]\QWV�\W�XMZMVVQIT�XZWJTMU[��<PM�ITT�QV�WVM�

Always Pan eliminates the need to clutter your 

SQ\KPMV�K]XJWIZL[�_Q\P�XQTM[�WN �LQffMZMV\�XIV[�

�UW[\� WN � _PQKP� aW]� XZWJIJTa� LWV¼\� ][M��� 1\�

follows in the footsteps of  Joseph Joseph’s ever-

popular chopping boards, which are colour-

coded to reduce cross-contamination of  food; 

JI[QKITTa�I� [QUXTM�IVL�MffMK\Q^M� KZMI\QWV� \PI\�

_WV¼\�ÅOP\�_Q\P�aW]Z�SQ\KPMV�LuKWZ�

The Always Pan’s photogenic design may 

have helped it to go viral back in 2020 (a period 

_PMV� PWUM� KWWSQVO� ZMITTa� \WWS� Wff�� I[� aW]�

may remember), but it has retained its loyal 

NWTTW_QVO�\PIVS[�\W�7]Z�8TIKM¼[�ZWJ][\�^IT]M[��

For example, the brand’s leadership team is 

composed primarily of  women and people 

of  colour; its products are made in part from 

recycled materials, and it has recently reached 

KIZJWV�VM]\ZITQ\a��;W� Q\¼[� I� KWUXIVa� \PI\� IV�

increasingly socially conscious consumer can 

OM\�N]TTa�JMPQVL��

Then there’s the appeal of  Our Place’s  

KW�NW]VLMZ�IVL�KW�+-7��;PQbI�;PIPQL��;PM¼[�

I�ÅZU�JMTQM^MZ�QV�\PM�XW_MZ�WN �PWUM�KWWSQVO�

to bring people together, with her reasons for 

creating the brand both deeply personal and 

[_MMXQVOTa� ZMTI\IJTM�� ¹?PMV�_M� QUUQOZI\ML�

to the US from Pakistan, my husband 

and I literally found our place in our new 

community by inviting friends to our dinner 

table, making a meal and sharing our stories,” 

[PM�[Ia[��¹?M¼̂ M�IT_Ia[�JMTQM^ML�\PI\�KWWSQVO�

at home, and sharing it with the people you 

TW^M��Q[�I\�\PM�KMV\ZM�WN �I�RWaN]T�TQNM�º

Beyond its ability to forge new connections, 

a comforting home-made meal can provide a 

tangible link to one’s family and culture – even 

_PMV� []KP� \PQVO[�UIa� NMMT�XPa[QKITTa�LQ[\IV\��

“Whenever I ask people to share their most 

cherished memories, they often start talking 

about home-cooked food and traditions,” says 

;PIPQL�� ¹.WZ�UM�� Q\¼[�Ua�UW\PMZ�UISQVO�Ua�

favourite foods when I visit, or date nights 

with my husband when we cook together in a 

_Ia� \PI\� JTMVL[� \PM� ÆI^W]Z[� WN � W]Z� LQffMZMV\�

PMZQ\IOM[�º�7^MZ� \QUM�� \PM� SQ\KPMV� \WWT[� ][ML�

to create these dishes become intertwined with 

the rituals and memories that they represent – 

IVL�QV�\PQ[�_Ia��I[[]UM�IV�QVPMZQ\ML�K]T\�[\I\][�

Top, from left Le Creuset Cast Iron Shallow Casserole 30cm, £270 

and salt and pepper mills £36 each; above Marcato Atlas 150  

pasta machine £120
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From left Our Place Always Pan  

£125 and Perfect Pot £140

Cookware & Appliances, Third Floor; and harrods.com

on your countertop is a sign that you know 

your way around the kitchen; everyone who 

W_V[�I�3Q\KPMV)QL�[\IVL�UQ`MZ�PI[�\PMQZ�TQNM�

completely together, right? 

)VL�\PMZMQV�TQM[�\PM�ÅVIT�QVOZMLQMV\�NWZ�I�K]T\�

cookware product – the message that it conveys 

IJW]\� aW]� I[� IV� QVLQ^QL]IT�� )VL�� 5QKPMTQV�

stars aside, nothing advertises your culinary 

KZMLMV\QIT[�TQSM�I�[MZQW][�4M�+ZM][M\�KWTTMK\QWV��1V�

the decades since Belgian industrialists Armand 

Desaegher and Octave Aubecq developed their 

ÅZ[\�MVIUMTTML�KI[\�QZWV�XZW\W\aXM�QV��!����\PM�

brand has become associated with a certain 

gourmet lifestyle, where enjoying good food 

(and having the time and skills to cook it) is  

R][\�WVM�XIZ\�WN �I�JTQ[[N]TTa�T]`]ZQW][�M`Q[\MVKM��

And now, the Le Creuset cocotte, essentially 

the Birkin bag of  the kitchen, is available in  

I�ZIQVJW_�WN �KWTW]Z[��

In recent years, the heritage brand has 

garnered a strong following on TikTok, where 

youthful acolytes mood-board fantasy interiors 

based on their favourite casserole dishes and 

KWUXIZM�LQffMZMV\�KWTW]Z_Ia[�\W�0IZZa�;\aTM[¼�

W]\Å\[��4M�+ZM][M\�<QS<WS� Q[�WVM�JQO�M[KIXQ[\�

fantasy, where Dutch ovens have come to 

represent a particular kind of  homeliness, and 

\W�W_V�WVM�Q[�\W�ZMIKP�\PM�bMVQ\P�WN �[]KKM[[��

As for me and my dreams of  Always 

Pan ownership? Its greatest appeal is in its 

accessibility, even – maybe especially – for 

those who might just be starting out on their 

K]TQVIZa�RW]ZVMa��1�TQSM�\PM�QLMI�\PI\�QN �1�M^MZ�

do need to sauté whatever it is that you’re 

[]XXW[ML� \W� [I]\u�� 1¼TT� JM� UWZM� \PIV� ZMILa��

Plus, the sage colourway would look really 

OWWL�QV�Ua�SQ\KPMV��

<ISM�5IZKI\W¼[� XI[\I�UIKPQVM[��_PQKP� \PM�

Italian company has been producing since 

7\MTTI�5IZKI\W�[\IZ\ML�[MTTQVO�\PMU�NZWU�PQ[�

JQKaKTM� QV� �!���� .W]VLML� WV� \PM� JMTQMN � \PI\�

everyone should be able to make fresh pasta, 

the brand aims to make it easier for anyone 

to transform their kitchen into a little corner 

WN �1\ITa��)VL�Q\[�UW[\�QKWVQK�UWLMT�·�\PM�[TMMS�

)\TI[�����·�KIV�JM�XIQZML�_Q\P�I�^I[\�IZZIa�WN �

attachments that allow you to make everything 

NZWU�[XIOPM\\Q�\W�XIXXIZLMTTM�\W�TI[IOVM��

?PQTM�U]KP�WN �\PM�)\TI[����¼[�KPIZU�KWUM[�

from the way it allows both Italians and non-

Italians to connect with an entire culinary 

culture, some cookware classics represent 

[WUM\PQVO� KTW[MZ� \W� PWUM�� *MTW^ML� NWZ� Q\[�

durability, design and ease of  use, the instantly 

ZMKWOVQ[IJTM� 3Q\KPMV)QL� [\IVL� UQ`MZ� Q[� \PM�

LMÅVQ\Q^M� U]T\QOMVMZI\QWVIT� K]T\� KWWS_IZM�

KTI[[QK��1\¼[�\PM�SQVL�WN �\WWT�\PI\�XMWXTM�QVPMZQ\�

from their grandmothers, which gives it a 

_PWTM�TW\�WN �VW[\ITOQI�^IT]M��1V�IV�]VKMZ\IQV�

and fast-paced world, there is something 

^MZa� KWUNWZ\QVO� QV� \PM� 3Q\KPMV)QL¼[� \ZMVL�

\ZIV[KMVLMV\� TWVOM^Q\a�� 8T][�� R][\� PI^QVO� WVM�

“THERE IS 

SOMETHING VERY 

COMFORTING IN 

THE KITCHENAID’S 

LONGEVITY”


